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Abstract

Preparations for establishment of a LILW repository in Croatia have reached a point where a
preliminary safety assessment for the prospective facility is being planned. The planning is not based
upon the national regulatory framework, which does not require such an assessment at this early stage,
but upon the interagency BSS and the IAEA RADWASS programme recommendations because the
national regulations are being revised with express purpose to conform to the most recent
international standards and good practices. The Waste Convention, which Croatia has ratified in the
meantime, supports this approach in principle, but does not appear to have more tangible regulatory
relevance for the safety assessment planning. Its actual requirements regarding safety analyses for a
repository fall short of the specific assessment concepts practiced in this decade, and could have well
been met by the old Croatian regulations from the mid-eighties.

1. INTRODUCTION

Croatia has been preparing to build a LILW repository to accommodate waste generated in
various applications in the country, but primarily to accommodate its share of radioactive waste
generated in the NPP Krsko in the neighboring Slovenia - recognizing the responsibility and
anticipating bilateral arrangement on the NPP ownership, expected to be reached soon. A number of
activities related to establishment of the repository have been undertaken, including repository siting
and preparation of conceptual design variants for the disposal facility. At this stage, a preliminary
safety assessment addressing primarily the post-closure performance is being planned.

The assessment planning is not based upon the national regulatory framework - which does not
require such safety analyses so early in the process of repository establishment - but upon the
International Basic Safety Standards for Protection against Ionizing Radiation and for the Safety of
Radiation Sources [1] (the BSS) and upon the IAEA's RADWASS program recommendations. The
relevant national regulations are presently being revised with express purpose to conform to the most
recent international standards and good practices, so the assessment procedure is planned in
anticipation of such development.

2. NATIONAL REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

Presently, Croatian legislation maintains three basic laws, providing a mosaic layout for the LILW
safety:

(a) The Law on Protection against Ionizing Radiation [2], which is the new Croatia law adopted in
1999;

(b) The Law on Protection against Ionizing Radiation and on Special Safety Provisions for Use of
Nuclear Energy [3], the former federal law from 1984; and

(c) The Law on Measures for Protection against Ionizing Radiation and for Safety of Nuclear Objects
and Facilities [4], the former republic law from 1981.
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The 1981 law specified mainly the regulatory authority to be exercised by the former Republic
within Yugoslav Federation, and was not affected by the 1984 revision of the basic federal law. The
new Croatian law updated concepts and requirements of radiation protection, but did not address
nuclear safety at all, therefore retaining in power the segments of the two older laws which regulate
safety of nuclear facilities.

Regarding radioactive waste management, the new law empowers the Minister of Health to
prescribe all the relevant regulations based on most recent internationally recognized standards and
recommendations. In the meantime, waste management facilities are designated as nuclear facilities,
and therefore subject to the old laws and their subordinate regulations.

The old federal law deals with radioactive waste management and disposal prescriptively through
regulations designed for nuclear facilities in general, and primarily tailored for purposes of NPP safe
operation. The subordinate codes of practice did later address LILW disposal more specifically, but
have tried to retain full parallelism (sometimes well beyond the appropriate) with the concepts of
power plant operations safety.

For evaluation of safety, the law required a non-specific procedure simply designated as analysis:
"Technical and other conditions for location and construction of a nuclear facility will be judged
based on analysis of all data relevant for estimating potential impacts of the planned facility on
human environment and of events in the environment on the facility." However, for some steps in a
facility approval procedure (starting with "authorization for the construction of a nuclear facility"), a
safety report is introduced.

More specific safety requirements for repository development can be found in several codes of
practice subordinated to the basic law. One of them, The Code of Practice on Conditions for Location,
Construction, Testing Operations, Start-up and Operation of Nuclear Facilities [5], introduces a few
specific requirements for repositories, randomly scattered among general nuclear safety articles. Its
sequel, "The Code of Practice on Preparation and Contents of Safety Reports and Other Documents
Required to Determine Safety of Nuclear Facilities" [6], contains a lengthy appendix which
prescribes the standard form and contents of safety reports for radioactive waste repositories.

Prescriptive and segmented requirements in these codes do not put much emphasis on integrated
safety analyses of the whole disposal system. Vaguely described facility types are considered
separately from poorly defined conditions for disposal site acceptability (such as impermeability of
the soil or distance to the groundwater table), and it is then required that "design of the repository
must grant the required safety" or that the site properties "be ensured for 300 years".

The prescribed form and contents of the safety report are outlined in great detail, further
clarifying that safety assessment was not intended to play a significant role in repository development.
Information on characteristics and properties for many specific features of the facility are required
prior to any assessment. Safety analyses are accounted for towards the end of the document, and for
their presentation only one out of 13 safety report chapters is proposed.1 In addition, the code of
practice did not try to exempt the repositories from the overwhelming focusing on the safety of
operations. Only one safety report is sufficient for construction approval to be granted (siting
included) - equally for reactors and repositories - but at least two "final safety reports " are needed
later, one for approval of testing operations, and the other for the real operation. While indeed crucial
for facilities like nuclear reactors, such an approach distracts from the safety of waste disposal. It
causes an unacceptably small proportion of the safety concerns to be aimed at the important initial
phases of repository development.

The preliminary safety assessment which is now being planned for the prospective Croatian
repository can in many respects disregard actual regulations, since they do not require its preparation.

' One could make similar observations about the IAEA TECDOC "Preparation of safety analysis reports (SARs)
for near surface radioactive waste disposal facilities". Published in 1995, it claims to be an updated version of
the 1991 draft, but it does not quite reflect the new BSS and subsequent RADWASS approach to safety
assessment.
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And later assessment iterations will be carried out in revised regulatory environment. Still, it is worth
noting that even present regulations do not impede continuation of the safety assessment as planned,
they only attribute considerably less significance to the procedure than for example RADWASS
program does.

3. INTERNATIONAL GUIDANCE ADOPTED

Much greater importance of the safety assessment in the recent internationally recommended
regulatory approach to near surface repositories is easily deduced from the BSS licensing
requirements. They state that "the Legal person responsible for... radioactive waste management
facility... shall apply to the Regulatory Authority for an authorization which shall take the form of a
license ". The license is defined as "an authorization granted by the Regulatory Authority on the basis
of a safety assessment and accompanied by specific requirements and conditions to be complied with
by the licensee ".

Furthermore, the BSS require that safety assessments "be made at different stages, including
siting, design, manufacture, construction, assembly, commissioning, operation, maintenance and
decommissioning, as appropriate."

While the BSS definition of safety assessment remains quite general in order to be applicable to
all regulated facilities, they refer waste management to RADWASS program publications for more
detailed specifications. In these publications safety assessment is required to be "an analysis to
predict the performance of an overall system", which is an obvious prerequisite for any convincing
evaluation of potential hazards associated with a disposal facility. For that reason in some national
regulatory systems the assessment of a repository is generally referred to as performance assessment
rather than safety assessment. But the RADWASS program insists on a distinction, whereby
"performance assessment becomes a safety assessment when the system under consideration is the
overall waste disposal system and the performance measure is radiological impact or some other
global measure of impact on safety" (from Safety Assessment for Near Surface Disposal [7]).

Whatever the term used, we recognize the safety assessment for LILW repositories as a procedure
characterized by (a) by its performance-based analysis of the whole system, (b) by its continuous
interaction with repository development and management and (c) by its central role in regulatory
approval of the repository establishment.

4. SAFETY ASSESSMENT PROPOSAL

In order to conform to contemporary good practices we sought more specific guidance on the
assessment procedure provided by the IAEA BIOMASS [8] and ISAM [9] projects. Difficult as it
generally is to solicit public aproval even in the usual case of repositories for the
waste already kept somewhere in the country, our waste mangement community is
faced with still greater challenge: to gain public acceptance for disposal of the
waste which presently is not in Croatia. We expect that carefully planned, well
documented and fully transparent safety assessment may be of significant
assistance in that process. We shall therefore present it to all interested parties
and to the general public as follows:

(a) Safety assessment is a process intended to determine whether reasonable assurance can be
provided that doses or risk will be below the appropriate regulatory limits.

(b) Preliminary safety assessments will especially focus on data collection needs, such as site and
waste characterization and design specifications, and should be able to provide early warnings of
technical gaps to be filled.

(c) Preliminary safety assessments will be used as a decision-making tool in the early phases of
repository development. The assessment calculations should evaluate long term repository
performance, demonstrating that desirable safety can be achieved by an appropriate selection of:
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(1) facility site on the approved wider location, (2) one of the two proposed facility designs, (3)
adequate institutional control arrangements and (4) reasonable waste acceptance criteria.

(d) The results of the assessments will be documented in a safety report, intended to present the
assurance established in the assessment process to the regulators in a clear and defensible way.
Also, reflecting the decision-making role of the assessments, the report will contain comparison
of different options and possible limitations to be imposed.

5. WASTE CONVENTION IMPACT ON ASSESSMENT PLANNING

The Joint Convention on the Safety of Spent Fuel Management and on the Safety of Radioactive
Waste Management (Waste Convention), which Croatia has recently ratified, supports in principle the
approach to the repository safety assessment outlined above. It does so already by the Preamble
commitment to "keep in mind the principles contained in the interagency BSS ", from which our
approach has been derived. However, it is not clear that the Convention specifically defines safety
assessment in such a way that it should necessarily have the basic attributes described in the recent
RADWASS publications. In particular, it is not explicitly suggested that it could be an iterative process
affecting repository development. On the contrary, article 15 requires a systematic safety assessment
before construction of a radioactive waste management facility, while article 13 for the siting of
proposed facility previously required evaluation of the likely safety impact of such a facility on
individuals, society and the environment. This practically implies that two unrelated analyses are
proposed. Therefore the Waste Convention does not appear to have any tangible regulatory relevance
for our safety assessment planning. Its actual requirements regarding safety analyses for a repository
fall short of the specific assessment concepts practiced in this decade, and could have been met even
by the old Croatian regulations from the mid-eighties.
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